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The Manager’s Corner
This says it better than I could have….
--Tim W.

CHRISTMAS MESSAGE
BY BILL W.

Gratitude is just about the finest attribute we
can have, and how deeply we of A.A. realize this at
Christmastime. Together, we count and ponder our
blessings of life, of service, of love.
In these distraught times, we have been enabled to find an always-increasing measure of peace
within ourselves. Together with all here at A.A.'s General Service Offices, Lois joins me in warmest greetings
to each and all of you, and me share our confident faith
that the year to come will be counted among the best
that our Fellowship has ever known.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Service Committees
Meetings


IGR meets 2 nd Tuesday of every month, 6:00pm at your Central Office, 14 W. Anapamu.



GSR meets 1 st Monday of every month, 6:00pm at Holy Cross Church, 1740 Cliff Dr. (rear of
building).



Hospitals & Institutions meets 2 nd Monday of every month at First Presbyterian Church, 21 E.
Constance. Orientation meeting at 5:30pm. Regular business meeting at 6:00pm.



Santa Barbara Convention Committee meets 2 nd Thursday of every month (except December), 6:00pm at your Central Office, 14 W. Anapamu.



Santa Barbara Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous has its monthly board meetings
on the 1st and 3rd Thursday of each month, 6:00pm at your Central Office, 14 W. Anapamu.

Announcements


Santa Barbara Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous (SBYPAA) will be hosting holiday marathon meetings at the Alano Club, 235 E. Cota Street. The marathon meetings will take place on
both Christmas and New Years. Stop by the Alano Club or reach out to SBYPAA for more information.
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Member Submission
(our favorite activity) to play at the playground and test
the water. On our way there, a Ford Bronco t-boned us
in the middle of the intersection. The main impact was
at the rear passenger door, right where my daughter
was sitting.
When the Bronco made impact, our car shifted
violently. My daughter’s window shattered all over both
her and my son, and they both started crying. My son
was so cute; he immediately asked how my daughter
was and held her hand. The next thing I knew, the driver backed up and took off up the hill towards the freeway. I watched in amazement as he sped off without
even looking in our direction.
But, I was amazed more by my own reaction; I
was more concerned about my daughter than I was
about going after the man who had just hit us. I pulled
over to the sidewalk and got my daughter out of the
car. All she had was a small cut on her arm from the
broken glass. I was so concerned with her that I didn’t
even notice that another A.A. was driving by and pulled
over to help. He was the one who actually called the
police while I attended to my daughter.
I knew that if I were my old self, I would have
gone after that driver. I would have put the pedal to the
metal (even though my car was in no shape to drive),
even though my kids would have been frightened, and
even though I would be putting us all in danger. The old
me would have chased him down.
That day, this last September I prayed for all of
us, including the young woman driving the other car.
Those are the God shots, those moments of triumph in
this program when I know that I have been entirely
changed. The only injury my daughter faced was a concussion—no broken bones, no torn ligaments, no
scrapes, and no bruises. Within a month, she cleared
concussion protocol and she was begging to ride her
bike to school again.
I’m just so thankful that God is a part of my life.
He gives me perspective, serenity, and joy when I least
expect it, and the power to handle situations which
would normally baffle me.

PSYCHIC CHANGE
BY STEPHEN S. (SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA)
I had another one of those experiences confirming that I am indeed a changed man because of A.A.
My initial instinct to react has been altered in the most
positive and profound way. I sit here today overwhelmed with gratitude.
In September of 2018, my daughter was hit by a
car while riding her bike to school. I was at work, in my
office, so I actually heard my phone ring. It was my wife.
I could hear her crying and I could tell she was outside. I
obviously knew something was wrong. My wife proceeded to tell me that our daughter (12 years old) had
been hit by a car on her way to school only two blocks
away from our apartment.
As I made my way over, I had all sorts of
thoughts running through my mind. How bad was it?
Was she still conscience? Where was the person who
was responsible?
When I got there, I could see that my daughter
was sitting up and talking to the EMT. She was crying,
but I was so relieved when I heard her say, “Where’s
my phone? I have no idea where my phone is.” In that
moment, I had a God shot and a good laugh. I grabbed
my wife and hugged her and we laughed together. I
went over to hold my daughter’s hand and told her, “I
love you.”
I saw the driver off to the left up the sidewalk.
She was young. She was obviously distraught. A few
weeks later, I would learn that she herself had only
turned 17 in May of 2018, a child herself. At that moment, I stopped and prayed. I prayed for my daughter
that nothing serious had happened to her; I prayed for
my wife and I to settle down and find some serenity;
and I prayed for the young woman.
It reminded me of the first time I realized that I
had had that psychic change the Big Book talks about.
At that time, I had been sober for about eight months
(August of 2011). My daughter was five years old and
my son was three. We were on our way to the beach

“Still more wonderful is the feeling that we do not have to be specially distinguished among our fellows in order to be useful and profoundly happy.”
Twelve Steps & Twelve Traditions, page 124
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On the Twelfth Step
"Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps, we tried to carry this message to alcoholics, and to practice these principles in all our affairs.”
our affairs."
Bill remarked while here that sometimes he is
startled when he regards the growth of A.A. and realizes that, while he started it all, he does not control it,
and has no desire to. He sees that what he gave the
world is the world's to use. And if the man who needs it
misuses it he does so to his own loss alone. No one can
hurt A.A. fatally. No one can stop its growth.
Bill's visit here made us A.A.s realize that we
were free to form our own A.A. groups in direct affiliation with the New York Foundation and that no senior
individual or group had district or territorial jurisdiction
so long as the new group conformed to the Foundation's requirements. We learned that,
just as each member may interpret the
program for himself (with honesty, of
course), so each group may do the
same, with the same requirement of
honesty.
The result of this was courage
for free development and lessening of
friction by enabling any members, dissatisfied with the way their group was
conducted, to join another group or
launch a new group with persons they
considered more congenial.
Bill convinced us of the universality of A.A.--that it is as unrestricted
as is its need. He made us realize that
we alcoholics out here are not California alcoholics, but
just alcoholics, branded by a global, not a sectional, disease.
And this understanding has led to more intelligent methods of operating--to methods that are more
tolerant of the opinions of others.
In other words, Bill gave us the principle that no
one need have too great concern about Alcoholics
Anonymous getting into "in experienced hands."
We learned, as Bill expressed it, that any good
idea will work and any bad idea, when tried, will fail of
its own weakness. One thing alone is a sine qua non in
A.A.--honesty with ourselves. With it A.A. and its members are safe.

HOW 14 CALIFORNIA GROUPS GREW
TO 22
BY FRANK S. (LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA)
Just over one year ago, Bill made a two-month
visit to the West Coast, one month of which was spent
in Los Angeles and immediate environs. It, therefore, is
natural that the twenty-two A.A. groups in the Los Angeles area should, at this time, reflect on some of the
benefits reaped from his visit.
Ostensibly Bill did little or nothing here but tell
us informally what he thought about A.A., 'how it happened to him,' and how it worked elsewhere. He gave us no orders and left us no
mandates. He proved a past master at
dodging when a definite difficulty of a “
group was thrown into his lap for solution.
His answer always ignored that problem
but recounted how a group far away met a
similar issue. That set the inquirer thinking
and in most cases he solved the problem
himself. The result was that Bill left us with
a realization that he had tossed the ball
right back to our pitcher, with a kindly hint
that we play ball according to the A.A. rule
book. And that seemed to work.
For it made us realize that, in our
group problems, as in our alcoholic problems, our "stories are all the same." And so we all set to
work to play the game better.
One result is that twenty-two A.A. groups exist
now in the area which had fourteen when Bill was here.
The membership then was about seven hundred. Now
it nears two thousand.
We learned from Bill that A.A. is an answer to a
universal need of mankind; that it cannot belong even
to him, its founder, nor to any leader, or group of leaders; that it cannot be controlled by those who precede
others in membership.
He taught us that only those have a right to A.A.
who use it with the singleness of purpose for which it
was founded and handed to us. He taught us that those
whose ideas veer from A.A. ideals get off the beam and,
sooner or later, fail in sobriety when they begin using
substitutes instead of "practicing A.A. principles in all

He made us realize that we alcoholics out here
are not California
alcoholics, but
just alcoholics.”

—From the February 1945 Grapevine
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The Messenger is published by
YOUR Central Office.

November Birthdays
Name

Years

Blake

1

Claudia

6

Cris

8

Mike A.

9

J.B.

28

Mike A.

30

Mike W.

30

Norm C.

31

Stan A.
Dennis W.

Please send submissions to:
manager@santabarbaraAA.com

Have an AA birthday? Please let
your Central Office know so that we
can print it in The Messenger.

Central Office Statistics
During November, your Central Office had:

AA Info Calls

31
37

103

Alanon Referrals

3

Other Referrals

2

12 Step Calls

0

12 Step Office

0

Out of Town Visitors

3

Office Walk Ins
Website Pageviews

288
10,185

“...We of Alcoholics Anonymous believe that the principle of anonymity has an immense spiritual significance. It reminds us that we are to place principles before personalities; that we are actually to practice a genuine humility.”
Traditions — Long Form
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On the Twelfth Tradition
"Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our traditions, ever reminding us to place principles before personalities.”

do so only after consulting his own group. If, as an AA, he is
to make a nationwide public appearance the matter ought
to be referred to national headquarters.
If these suggestions, or variations of them, are to
be adopted as a national policy, every AA will want to know
more about our experience so far. He will surely wish to
know how most of our older members are thinking on the
subject of anonymity at the present time. It will be the purpose of this piece to bring everybody up to date on our
collective experience.
Firstly, I believe most of us would agree that the
general idea of anonymity is sound, because it encourages
alcoholics and the families of alcoholics to approach us for
help. Still fearful of being stigmatized, they regard our anonymity an assurance their problems will be kept confidential; that the alcoholic skeleton in the family closet will not
wander in the streets.
Secondly, the policy of anonymity is a protection to
our cause. It prevents our founders or leaders, so called,
from becoming household names who might at any time
get drunk and give AA a black eye. No one need say that
couldn't happen here. It could.
Thirdly, almost every newspaper reporter who covers us complains, at first, of the difficulty of writing his
story without names. But he quickly forgets this difficulty
when he realizes that here is a group of people who care
nothing for personal gain. Probably it is the first time in his
life he has ever reported an organization which wants no
personal publicity. Cynic though he may be, this obvious
sincerity instantly transforms him into a friend of AA.
Therefore his piece is a friendly piece, never a routine job.
It is enthusiastic writing because the reporter feels that
way himself. People often ask how Alcoholics Anonymous
has been able to secure such an incredible amount of excellent publicity. The answer seems to be that practically
everyone who writes about us becomes an AA convert,
sometimes a zealot. Is not our policy of anonymity mainly
responsible for this phenomenon?
Fourthly, why does the general public regard us so
favorably? Is it simply because we are bringing recovery to
lots of alcoholics? No, this can hardly be the whole story.
However impressed he may be by our recoveries, John Q.
Public is even more interested in our way of life. Weary of
pressure selling, spectacular promotion and shouting public
characters, he is refreshed by our quietness, modesty and
anonymity. It well may be that he feels a great spiritual
power is being generated on this account--that something
new has come into his own life.
If anonymity has already done these things for us,

OUR ANONYMITY IS BOTH
INSPIRATIONAL AND SAFETY
THE ORIGINS OF OUR TWELFTH TRADITION
Before writing the Traditions articles eventually
published in the "Twelve and Twelve," Bill W., AA's cofounder, penned more than fifteen essays on the subject in
the Grapevine. Distilling the wide-ranging, and often contentious (or fractious) experience of AA's first groups, these
articles show how Bill and the Fellowship's thinking about
the Traditions evolved, as well as offer new insight into why
they are important today. The three essays reprinted here,
including the landmark "Twelve Suggested Points for AA
Tradition," provide a glimpse of the Traditions in the making.
The rest of Bill's articles on the Traditions can be
found in Language of the Heart or in the Digital Archive,
along with a wealth of essays by other early members of
the Fellowship.
Discussing the subject of anonymity in a previous
Grapevine article, I tried to make the following points--that
anonymity has, for us AAs, an immense spiritual significance; that the principle ought to be preserved as part of
our vital tradition; that since we have as yet no sharply defined policy there is confusion in some quarters as to what
anonymity ought to mean; that we need, therefore, a perfectly clear tradition which all AAs would feel bound to respect. I also offered some suggestions which I hoped might
become, after further discussion, the basis of a national
policy on anonymity. These suggestions were:
1. It should be the privilege of each AA to cloak
himself with as much personal anonymity as he desires. His
fellow AAs should respect his wishes and help guard whatever status he wants to assume.
2. Conversely, the individual AA ought to respect
the feeling of his local group about anonymity. If his group
wishes to be less conspicuous in their locality than he does,
he ought to go along with them until they change their
views.
3. With very rare exceptions, it ought to be a national policy that no member of Alcoholics Anonymous
shall ever feel free to publish, in connection with any AA
activity, his name or picture in mediums of public circulation. This would not, however, restrict the use of his name
in other public activities provided, of course, he does not
disclose his AA membership.
4. If, for some extraordinary reason, a member
thinks it desirable to drop his anonymity locally he should

(Continued on page 7)
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On the Twelfth Tradition (continued)
we surely ought to continue it as a national policy. So very
valuable to us now, it may become an incalculable asset
for the future. In a spiritual sense, anonymity amounts to
the renunciation of personal prestige as an instrument of
national policy. I am confident that we shall do well to
preserve this powerful principle; that we should resolve
never to let go of it.
Now what about its application? Since we advertise anonymity to every newcomer, we ought, of course,
to preserve a new member's anonymity so long as he
wishes it preserved. Because, when he read our publicity
and came to us, we contracted to do exactly that. And
even if he wants to come in under an assumed name, we
should assure him he can. If he wishes us to refrain from
discussing his case with anyone, even other AA members,
we ought to respect that wish too. While most newcomers
do not care a rap who knows about their alcoholism, there
are others who care very much. Let us guard them in every way until they get over that feeling.
Then comes the problem of the newcomer who
wishes to drop his anonymity too fast. He rushes to all his
friends with the glad news of AA. If this group does not
caution him he may rush to a newspaper office or a microphone to tell the wide world all about himself. He is also
likely to tell everyone the innermost details of his personal
life, soon to find that, in this respect, he has altogether too
much publicity! We ought to suggest to him that he take
things easy; that he first get on his own feet before talking
about AA to all and sundry; that no one thinks of publicizing AA without being sure of the approval of his own
group.
Then there is the problem of group anonymity.
Like the individual, it is probable that the group ought to
feel its way along cautiously until it gains strength and
experience. There should not be too much haste to bring
in outsiders or to set up public meetings. Yet this early
conservatism can be overdone. Some groups go on, year
after year, shunning all publicity or any meetings except
those for alcoholics only. Such groups are apt to grow
slowly. They become stale because they are not taking in
fresh blood fast enough. In their anxiety to maintain secrecy they forget their obligation to other alcoholics in their
communities who have not heard that AA has come to
town. But this unreasonable caution eventually breaks
down. Little by little some meetings are opened to families
and close friends. Clergymen and doctors may now and
then be invited. Finally the group enlists the aid of the local newspaper.
In most places, but not all, it is customary for AAs
to use their own names when speaking before public or

semi-public gatherings. This is done to impress audiences
that we no longer fear the stigma of alcoholism. If, however, newspaper reporters were present they are earnestly
requested not to use the names of any of the alcoholic
speakers on the program. This preserves the principle of
anonymity so far as the general public is concerned and at
the same time represents us as a group of alcoholics who
no longer fear to let our friends know that we have been
very sick people.
In practice then, the principle of anonymity seems
to come down to this: With one very important exception,
the question of how far each individual or group shall go in
dropping anonymity is left strictly to the individual or
group concerned. The exception is: That all groups or individuals, when writing or speaking for publication as members of Alcoholics Anonymous, feel bound never to disclose their true names. Except for very rare cases, it is at
this point of publication that nearly all of us feel we should
draw the anonymity line. We ought not disclose ourselves
to the general public.
In our whole history not more than a handful of
AAs have ever dropped their anonymity so far as the general public is concerned. Some of these instances have
been accidental, a few have been quite unnecessary and
one or two are apparently justified. Of course there must
be few policies which cannot sometimes, in the general
interest, be suspended. Yet any who would drop their anonymity must reflect that they may set a precedent which
could eventually destroy a valuable principle. The exceptions will have to be few, far between, and most carefully
considered. We must never let any immediate advantage
shake us in our determination to hang on to such a really
vital tradition.
Great modesty and humility are needed by every
AA for his own permanent recovery. If these virtues are
such vital needs to the individual, so must they be to AA as
a whole. This principle of anonymity before the general
public can, if we take it seriously enough, guarantee the
Alcoholics Anonymous movement these sterling attributes
forever. Our public relations policy should mainly rest upon the principle of attraction and seldom, if ever, upon
promotion.
—Bill W.

From the November 2007 Grapevine
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